National Day of Mourning
for Workers

Prevent worker disability, disease and death.

Demand what works!
Workers Health & Safety Centre can help

TRAINING

THE RIGHT THING. THE RIGHT WAY.

We are Ontario’s only labour-endorsed, government-designated training centre.
We help ensure you get the training you need—hazard-based, prevention-focused,
worker-to-worker—where and when you need it.

Prevent worker disability, disease and death.

Demand what works!
facebook.com/WHSCtraining
twitter.com/WHSCtraining

youtube.com/WHSCtraining

www.whsc.on.ca

1-888- 869 -7950

Creating safer, healthier work
Working people deserve the tools necessary
to promote their health and safety on the job.

•
•
•
•
•

Regulation
Enforcement
Quality training
Worker participation
Proper resources

The weight of evidence shows government health and safety regulation
and vigorous enforcement helps create safer, healthier work. Research
and our experience also tell us worker participation informed by quality
training and supported by proper resources works. This is especially the
case in unionized workplaces.
So on April 28, our National Day of Mourning for workers injured,
killed or made ill because of hazardous workplace exposures, let’s renew
our call for what works and oppose that which does not. De-regulation,
employer self-regulation, minimalist approaches to the worker right
to know, victim-blaming tactics and compensation rebates for simple
compliance have no place in Ontario’s health and safety system.

TRAINING

THE RIGHT THING. THE RIGHT WAY.

Employers have a legal duty
to provide their workers
with general and job specific
instruction and training
including:
• Worker Awareness
• JHSC Certification
• WHMIS-GHS
• Working at Heights
• Equipment Operator H&S
• Confined Space Entry
• Lockout
• Transportation of Dangerous Goods
• Workplace Violence and Harassment
Not sure if your workplace complies
with all legal training requirements?
Contact WHSC and ask to speak with a
training services representative.
For a complete list of Day of Mourning
events, check out the events section at
www.whsc.on.ca.

Demand what works!
www.whsc.on.ca

1-888- 869 -7950

